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Abstract
The data on social networking sites expresses opinions of
people about business organizations, customer reviews and
many real world applications. It is now a common practice to
use social media data for political analysis, especially during
election time. We focus our work on using election tweets
from Twitter from the districts of Bihar. The objective of this
paper is to predict public intention for the results of Bihar
Vidhan Sabha election held in October-November 2015. This
work uses the Bayesian method in R as the technology. This is
helpful for predicting the results on the basis of public
opinion given on the Twitter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today the people are connected using Internet. Social sites
are specially used by young youths for connecting the
world because they spend lot of the time on sites like
Facebook, Twitter etc. Every current topic on social media
is supported by public opinion which makes clear the
intention of that particular topic to the world. In this paper
we center our work on Twitter which is one of the popular
micro blogging sites which connect billion of people on a
single platform. We are doing analysis of data on Twitter
related to Bihar elections held in October-November 2015.
The election was between Grand Alliance and National
Democratic Alliance (NDA).Grand Alliance was formed
by JDU, RJD and Congress. Whereas BJP, LJP, RLSP and
HAM formed the National Democratic Alliance. There
was strong competition between Grand Alliance and
National Democratic Alliance. Here we were interested in
extracting the information related to Grand Alliance and
NDA which were the main alliances formed for these
elections. To extract this information R technology is
used. The election related tweets were downloaded using
the keywords as Grand Alliance Bihar and NDA Bihar. In
India majority of the people are from urban region, so the
tweets from districts are considered. Bayesian classifier
was used to predict the emotions and sentiments related to
the extracted Bihar election tweets.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
An emerging area of research is result forecasting, such as
predicting the election results, which is the intention of
this paper. Andranik Tumasjan et al. [1] showed that
Twitter is indeed used extensively for political
deliberation. Adam Bermingham et al. [2] concluded that
Twitter does appear to display a predictive quality which
is marginally augmented by the inclusion of sentiment
analysis. Felipe Bravo-Marquez et al. [3] analyzed that
Twitter extracted opinion time series related to a specific
event are or not suited for generating predictive models.
Erik Tjong Kim Sang et al. [4] performed prediction of
2011 Dutch Senate Election results with Twitter by
counting the tweets that mention political parties and
showed that it is not sufficient to obtain good predictions.
Zhongyu Wei et al. [5] have studied media behavior on
Twitter during the UK’s General Election in 2010 and
showed that while most information flows are originated
from media, they seem to lose their dominant position in
shaping public opinion during the UK’s general election.
Mark Huberty [6] showed that simplistic methods for
forecasting elections from Twitter, even when their results
are correlated with election outcomes, provide relatively
little added benefit. Priya Sharma et al. [7] predicted the
result of Delhi election held in February 2015 by
analyzing the tweets using Hadoop as technology. Andreas
Jungherr [8] offers a detailed analysis of Twitter messages
posted during the run-up to the 2009 federal election in
Germany and their relationship to the electoral fortunes of
Germany's parties and candidates, which focus for
measuring the attention on parties and candidates on
Twitter and the relationship to their respective vote share.
Jasmina Smailovi [9] monitored the Twitter sentiment
during the Bulgarian elections.

3 DATA COLLECTION
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3.1 Data Collection
Data was collected using Twitter API from 6th November
to 8th November 2015 for the keywords Grand Alliance
Bihar, NDA Bihar. The collected dataset is used to extract
features that will be used to train the sentiment classifier.
Experimentation is carried out using n-gram binary
features.
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i) Filtering: Remove URL links, Twitter user names,
Twitter special words such as RT.
ii) Tokenization: segment text by splitting it by spaces and
punctuation marks, and form a bag of words.
iii) Removing stopwords: we remove articles (“a”, “an”,
“the”) from the bag of words.
iv) Removing punctuation, numbers and unnecessary
spaces.
v) Converting to lower case: All the letters in the
sentences are converted into lower
case
vi) Constructing n-grams: we make a set of n-grams out
of consecutive words.
3.1 Bayes Classifier
Sentiment classifier is build using the Naive Bayes
classifier. Naive Bayes classifier is based on Bayes
theorem.

P( s | M ) 

P(s)  P( M | s)
P(M )

(1)

Where:
s is a sentiment, M is a Twitter message.

(2)

Where:
G is a set of n-grams representing the message;
T is a set of POS-tags of the message.
We assume that n-grams are conditionally independent:

P (G | s )   P ( g | s )

(3)

gG

Similarly, we assume that POS-tags
are conditionally
(3)
independent:

P(T | s)   P(t | s)

(4)

tG

P ( s | M )   P ( g | s )   P (t | s )
gG

(5)
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Finally, we calculate log-likelihood of each sentiment:

L( s | M )   log( P ( g | s ))   log( P (t | s ))
gG

tG
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SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN R

Two packages in R that can be used for sentiment analysis
are sentiment and qdap. In the experimentation sentiment
package is used. This package requires tm and Rstem
packages, so they should be installed first. The function
classify_polarity is called which retrieve the column
corresponding to best-fit.
Sentiment analysis techniques can be classified into two
high level categories:
1. Lexicon based: This technique work on an
assumption that the collective polarity of a sentence is
the sum of polarities of the individual words or
phrases.
2. Learning based: These techniques require training a
classifier with examples of known polarity presented
as text classified into positive, negative and neutral
classes.
R’s sentiment package follows a lexicon based approach.
In the R package library under \sentiment\data\data folder
the lexicon is found as a file named subjectivity.csv.g
Results and discussion

Two Bayes classifiers are trained, which use different
features: presence of n-grams and part-of-speech
distribution information. N-gram based classifier uses the
presence of an n-gram in the post as a binary feature. The
classifier based on POS distribution estimates probability
of POS-tags presence within different sets of texts and
uses it to calculate posterior probability. Although, POS is
dependent on the n-grams, an assumption of conditional
independence of n-gram features and POS information for
the calculation simplicity is made

P( s | M )  P(G | s).P(T | s)
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For the collected data for the Bihar Vidhan Sabha
elections 2015 polarity was classified. Assigning polarity
is classifying the tweets as positive, negative and neutral.
The accuracy measures such as Mean error (ME), Root
mean square error (RMSE), Mean absolute error (MAE),
Mean Percentage Error (MPE), Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE). MAE is simply the mean of the absolute
errors. The absolute error is the absolute value of the
difference between the forecasted value and the actual
value. MAE tells us how big of an error we can expect
from the forecast on average. Cort J. Willmott et.al [10]
indicates that MAE is the most natural measure of average
error magnitude than RMSE.There was a strong fight
between National Democratic Alliance and Grand
Alliance. We analyze the accuracy using the mean
absolute error (MAE) on each day which is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Analysis of NDA and Grand Alliance (GA)
based on MAE.
6th Nov 2015

7th Nov 2015

7th Nov 2015

NDA

3.617458

2.985608

2.985608

Grand
Allianc

3.544254

3.897907

3.901159

On 6th November 2015 Grand Alliance have MAE less
than NDA with an accuracy of 96.455746%.On 7th and 8th
November 2015 MAE for NDA is less than Grand
Alliance with an accuracy of 97.014392%. On 6th
November 2015 Grand Alliance is leading NDA, whereas
on 7th and 8th November NDA is leading Grand Alliance.
There are 38 districts in Bihar. People mostly from urban
region tweet, so results of urban region are considered.
From the 38 districts, data of Rohtas and Saran districts
was not available, so data of 36 districts was
considered.JDU, RJD, and Congress together form Grand
Alliance. JDU won 6 seats, RDJ won 9 seats and Congress
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won 7 seats. NDA is formed by BJP, LJP, RLSP and
HAM. In the districts region LJP, RLSP and HAM did not
win any seat, whereas BJP alone won 14 seats. When
considered single party, BJP alone had won 14 seats
which are more than the seats won by JDU, RJD and
Congress. BJP strongly supports NDA and so more people
tweeted positively for NDA to be in power which nearly
satisfies our results.
In figure 1 tweet between NDA and Grand Alliance are
shown. The tweets are plotted against dates. It shows the
comparative analysis of two party’s tweets. This type of
analytics predicts the negative, neutral and positive tweets.
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